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Our conversion necks allow you to simply swap the neck of your Deimel Firestar and get a different scale. Depending on
which neck you choose, the scale length will be longer or shorter and frets are adapted to that specific scale. The bridge will
always stays in the same position and won’t be touched. So changing from a long scale to a short scale guitar has never been
easier. You only unscrew the neck that is attached to your guitar and drop in the conversion neck you prefer. After tuning
your Deimel Firestar you are ready to even more amazing sound opitons.
NOTE: Deimel Firestar conversion necks only fit Deimel Firestars and won’t be build without the certainty that you are in
posession of a Deimel Firestar.
Once both of us have determined the main specifications, we will send you an official order confirmation and ask for a
40 % deposit in order to start the build. All prices stated are without German VAT. If you are residing outside the EU or you
are holding an EU VAT business number, no German VAT applies.
CUSTOM
CHOICES

TYPE

PRICE

excl. 19 % VAT

CUSTOM
CHOICES

Right hand
Left hand
CONVERSION
NECK FOR
EXCHANGE

Long scale
(Firestar Standard)
21 frets, 25,5’’ with
compound radius 9,5’’ to 12’’

640,00 €

Short Scale
21 frets, 24,75’’ with
compound radius 9,5’’ to 12’’

640,00 €

Middle Scale
21 frets, 25’’ with
compound radius 9,5’’ to 12’’

640,00 €

Baritone
23/24 frets, 28,62’’ with
compound radius 9,5’’ to 12’’

640,00 €

Other:

NECK WOOD

TYPE
Indian rosewood
supreme quality
(Dalbergia latifolia)*

35,00 €

Grenadilla
(Dalbergia melanoxylon)*

50,00 €

Madagascar rosewood
(Dalbergia greveana)*

80,00 €

Macassar Ebony
(Diospyros madagascariensis)

80,00 €

One piece neck
Other:
FRETBOARD
BINDING

Fretboard binding

FRETBOARD
INLAYS

MOP dots

on request

Block inlays
Other:

Figured maple

45,00 €

Highly figured maple

75,00 €

Tuners RIGHT
(Firestar standard)

Walnut

45,00 €

Tuners LEFT

NECK WOOD
TREATMENT

Roasted
(Thermo treatment)

49,00 €

Natural with decal

NECK FINISH

Transparent laquer, gloss

FRETBOARD
WOOD

HEADSTOCK

on request
135,00 €

125,00 €
on request

Black fiber with pearl inlay

Transparent laquer, matt

Matching headstock with
decal

Oil/wax (back of neck)

Other:

Other:

excl. 19 % VAT

Cap neck

Maple

Matching neck, color:

PRICE

105,00 €
on request

TUNER

Gotoh SD91, nickel
(as long as supply last)

65,00 €
on request
- 25,00 €

Gotoh SDS510, nickel

Ziricote
(Cordia Dodecandra)

Sperzel
(color options available)

78,00 €

Katalox (Swartzia cubensis)

Hipshot classic open gear,
nickel

84,00 €

Hipshot grip-lock open gear,
nickel

89,00 €

Indian rosewood
(Dalbergia latifolia)*

* CITES document necessary for travelling, Appx II#4; check www.cites.org
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Any comments?

CUSTOM
CHOICES

NUT

TYPE

PRICE

Other:

on request

Bone
Other:

FRETS

excl. 19 % VAT

on request

Wagner medium jumbo

Street

StewMac »Pyramid«
Stainless steel
Other:
NECK SHAPE

AGING

on request

Street Addition
Postal Code

Medium fat 59JM
Other:

GLUE

35,00 €

Number

75,00 €

Country

City
Phone

Polyurethan
Bone

35,00 €

Matte aging of metal parts
only

80,00 €

Arctic aging of entire guitar
(only for nitro finish)

80,00 €

Determine parts and grade

Starting
200,00 €

E-Mail

EU-VAT-No, if applicable
*

submit via e-mail
* or save document and send via e-mail to info@deimelguitarworks.de

Thank you for filling out this form!
We are looking forward to receive your order and will get in touch with you as soon as possible!
Frank + Kora
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